CDLC Speaker Series: Working with Refugee Students from Asia

WHEN
3-4 PM, October 2nd, 2014

WHERE
401 School of Education Building
1300 Spring Garden St

WHAT
Cat Bao Le, Executive Director of the Southeast Asian Coalition in Charlotte (http://seacnc.org/), will talk about her organization’s work with SE Asian students and their teachers. This presentation will include two videos with first-hand accounts of SE Asian high school students who are refugees from Burma and Vietnam.

SEAC provides one-on-one tutoring, mentoring, and awareness-building to low-income youth in Central and West Charlotte. Students receive weekly help on school work through a partnership with the UNCC School of Education. In addition, mentoring program provides first-generation refugee and immigrant students with the opportunity to build relationships with adults from their own neighborhoods and communities. SEAC aims to increase youth connectivity to their families and neighborhoods, while decreasing isolation or lack of supervision afterschool.
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